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Let’s dive into assumptions

After exploring the problem space, I developed a question to move forward with the design process





How might we provide online dating singles an affordable, 

personalized, and curated match that results in a true connection

Timeline Tools My Role

3 Week Sprint

April 2021

UX Designer

There are an estimated 25 million people on dating apps. Most have 

one goal in mind to meet “the one.” But finding someone with the 

same interest, attraction, and values as you can be overwhelming.



It has been studied that dating apps can make you feel instantly 

rejected and stressed. One possible, guaranteed option to help 

alleviate this can be to hire a professional matchmaker to find “the 

one,” but that averages about $5,000 - $10,000. Not everyone knows 

about this option, and not everyone can break their bank.

Together is an app that provides singles' a dating coach that guides them through the process of matching them with 

their true connection. These coaches will get a full 360-degree view to really understand the individual, what makes 

them who they are, and what qualities and values they want (and need) in a partner, keeping it both stress-free and 

affordable.



While digging online I came across many articles to investigate my problem space. This article stated













While users may argue that these dating apps have helped them find better matches or dates, the risk of 

developing low self-esteem and symptoms of depression remains the same across the board.



I continued to research online to see what the match rate was for people using a matchmaker, and I found that 

80% of matchmakers’ clients go on second dates with their matches. This process also helps boost their 

confidence and being able to guide them about their match.

If a digital experience has been deemed “worth of use” and put in the hands of users, there are a few assumptions we 
have to make:



Singles would prefer fewer matches
1

2
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I investigated these assumptions a bit more and developed a list of questions to dive into the topic. I conducted zoom 

interviews to share their screen and view on video, one of my favorite learning methods about users’ behaviors and 

motivations.



These interviews were conducted with 5 different people that are single and helped me understand to

 Further narrow the target user grou

 Ask more in-depth questions about how singles feel and their challenges when matching with others

I gathered interview synthesis and created “I statements,” or all-encompassing statements describing user 

frustrations, motivation, and behaviors.



With all the juicy feedback I received from the people I interviewed, I moved forward and created the following persona 
and experience map. It was important to make sure that this persona was used as a guide for my design solution. 



After gathering the preliminary investigation of the users' initial insights, I decided to sketch out ideas.

These were ideas for the onboarding process and brainstorming questions to ask the user.



This was one of my tasks flows I sketched out. This process was for after the user has spoken to the dating coach and 
has matches introduced to them through the chat room.





I created the first set of low-fidelity wireframes to make the design solutions come to life. After conducting 5 user 
testings, they felt a bit disconnected from the flow of the app, and users continued to get confused on why all of a 
sudden they were introduce questions about dating coaches, with no transitions in between.



When I started my moodboard, my first thought was to explore environments and plants of pink and orange because 

that’s the color of roses and sunsets. I scraped all of those colors. I began to search for other colors. I searched for colors 

in the gender-neutral space. I ended up with the color purple. Purple represents royalty, dignity, and, most importantly, 

a hint of romance. I wanted the selected color to be relatable for every woman, man, and many other genders.





After redesigning all of the screens, I developed my high fidelity. I used all of my primary colors, typography, icons, and 

illustrations to craft my final high-fidelity prototype. See how much progress was down below!



Towards the end of creating my high-fidelity mobile application, I decided to take the challenge to build a prototype on 

another platform. Most of our generation spend time on their electronics, and people are always on the go. I decided to 

explore, research, and ideate where I can leverage my mobile app. I took the challenge to create a wearable prototype 

for when the user receives messages from your dating coach/new match and notifies them of upcoming video 

appointments.



Before delivering my product to the public, I had to develop a website to market my product. This website will give users 

an overview of how the app works, real-life testimonials, pricing subscriptions, and video footage. This process involved 

creating content for SEO (search engine optimization) to market on search engines, sketching the layout, user feedback 

testing, and multiple iterations.

Almost all of the users expressed frustration with dating apps. This fueled me to create a different and affordable option 

for those looking to build a true connection with someone. I learned to appreciate gradual improvement rather than 

striving for perfection. At times, I would deviate from my research, but I had to keep pushing and narrowing it down 

while keeping in mind my problem statement.



A big challenge I faced during testing my product was getting the user to understand when they were being asked 

questions about a coach and themself. It was crucial to learn how others tested my product and be receptive to others' 
feedback and learn to make my own decisions.



Furthermore, I enjoyed learning new tools that allowed me to be fully immersed, happy and passionate about my 

design. 



Thank you for reading!




Contact me: javieralreinoso@gmail.com

Phone: 786-520-7776

To evaluate the usability of the designs, I continued to test 5 more users for the next round of my updated wireframes. I 
made sure that these designs would require the users to explore more sections of the onboarding process in the app. 
Below is the set of the second version of my wireframes.



Home page

Card Selection

Dating Coach Selection Bio and Reviews

View full prototype here!

View Website Here!

Original Version

Original Version

Added Screen for 2nd 
Round

Updated Version

Updated Version

Latest Version

Latest Version

Latest Version

Here are a few of the key design solutions I had to implement for the second round

 Onboarding screen
 Show the user subscription plan option
 Transition page
 Ramped the cards for the dating coaches section
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Singles want to be matched with like minded people


Singles want to talk about their dating experience


Singles don’t know what is right or wrong when looking for a potential match


Singles want to be given suggestion of what to do with a potential match

87%

single people 
under the age 
of 35 use 
dating apps. 

Beginning process

Task flow sketch and others

“I’ve swiped 
through enough 

people, and some 
days I am out of 

swipes!”

“I keep experiencing 
meaningless 

encounters, barely 
make it past the first 

date!”

“I swipe right 
based on their 

looks.”

“I want to meet 
someone with the 

same common 
interest.”

“I match with the 
person, but I never 

hear from them 
after.”
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About

Desires

Goals

Pain Points

Personality

Rosa is in her 30s. She works a full-time job, overviewing her employers and 
Client needs. Rosa is a single woman who dedicates her time to her friends 
and family. On her days off, she takes her dog to the park, bikes with her 
friends, and heads to her local pizza bar for lunch.

 She is looking to settle down 
with someone who 
compliments her lif

 Meet genuine connections 
with common interests

 Balance personal life and 
wor

 Join a therapy grou
 Attend social events

 She is not choosing 
something true to her hear

 Has not matched with 
like-minded people on the 
dating app

 Apps leave her feeling 
drained

“I don’t want to settle just to have 
somebody”

Rosa Rodd

Age

Location

Education

Occupation Security Manager

Associates

35

Chicago, IL Busy



Athletic

Introvert

Thinker

Rosa Rodd
Age 35 | Single | Security Manager  

Goals: I am getting older, and I want to settle down with someone I can 
relate with and have things in common.



Frustrations: I keep swiping right on people that seem attractive by their 
pictures. When I read people's bio's, I'm not too fond of some of their interests, 
but I swipe on them anyway. I keep matching with people that are not true to 
my heart. I don't want to settle.

Get’s home

after work

• Netflix trailers
 • Potential matches

• Looks at premium 
options

• Reads peoples bios

• She doesn’t say much in  
bio but she’s attractive

• Why isn’t she replying 
back?

• Making conversations

• Asking questions what 
she likes to do on the 
weekends


• Sees a notifcation of 
match

• Looks at match 
profile bio and pic

• What pictures should I 
use?

• What do I put in my bio?

• What are other people 
saying in their bios?

• Editing my bio

• Adding new pictures

• Asking opinion of my 
profile to my friends 

• Contiues to swipe right 
and left on other people

•  Looks at her social 
media

• Interests

• Should I talk to this person?

• How should I start a 
conversation?

• Do we have common 
interest?

• Old messages from 
this person

• Forums on what 
people use

• Discussions about 
what is most successful

• Talk to friends about 
other options

•  Reading forums of 
what people are actually 
committing

• Are there a lot of people 
on these alternatives?

• Why is match making so 
expensive?

• Is it worth paying more?

• Different 
matchmakers in the 
area

• Different processes


• Different matchmakers 
in the area

• Different processes


• Meeting with the 
matchmaker

• Being interviewed

• Searching for best price


• Will they agree to go 
on a date with me?  

• Why isn’t she replying 
back?


• Texting and calling 
match 

• Waiting for her to reply



• I feel lonely

• Should I go on the 
dating apps?

• Watching netflix

• Making plans with 
my friends

 When Rosa gets home, she talks to the dating coach, and the coach gives her a new roaster of matches, and feels hopefu
 Now Rosa can have a deeper conversation, no more extended meeting anyone who suck
 An app that provides human touch and no algorithm

tired

neutral

motivated
excited

bored
curious

hopeless

Goes on Hinge Matches on Hinge Talks to new match

but she sucks

Talks to an old match 
but she ghosted

Browsing for other 
alternatives on google 

and instagram

Finds a matchmaker, 
intruiged but it cost 6k, 

feels hopeless

Persona

Touchpoints

Channels

Seeing

Emotional

Experience

Thinking

Doing

Opportunities

04 Evaluate

I developed the experience map to show what ups and down moments Rosa faces as she indulges in the world of dating.

Ideation

03 Design

Epics, user stories, and task flow

Wireframe Sketches

I created several user stories through the lens of Rosa, my primary persona. These user stories leveraged the digital 
experience that I then categorized into epics. My main user story below shows the process of Rosa creating a new 
account.




Once I completed the initial task flow from the main user story, I explored quick ideas from my task flow through 
sketching. Sketching was an important part of the process before beginning the interface design. I did grab a few 
inspirations from mental health and fitness apps before I started. Here are a few sketches below:






Nav bar






How this app works 
tutorial video

Enter tags of what 
the user is looking 
for in a coach

Enter 
location

List of 
coaches

As a single person I want to create a profile so that I can be 
matched with a dating coach

User story....

End

Start
Would you like to 

create a new 
account?

YES

YES

NO

NO

A

A

Are you in the 
Chicago area?

Enter city and 
state

Landing sign in 
page

Generates 
dating coaches

Dating coach 
bio and reviews

Video Session 
schedule page

Home page

Fills out the form

Legend

System

Decision

User

Selects “Try free” Selects Continue

Signs in

Selects dating coach 
gender preference

Selects priority in 
a partner

Selects a coach
Continues with 
selected coach

Selects date and 
time

Confirms video 
session

PLANS TRANSITIONQUESTION QUESTION

QUESTION COACHES PROFILE

you deserve healthy

https://www.figma.com/proto/46qUouICie0WTAfP0dRcb9/High-Fidelity-v.1?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=1%3A1620&viewport=641%2C485%2C0.11964649707078934&scaling=scale-down
https://www.figma.com/proto/fTIEWuERQu7RXnpisX3I5y/Marketing-Website?page-id=115%3A653&node-id=115%3A654&viewport=130%2C243%2C0.09745858609676361&scaling=scale-down-width

